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Markit Collaboration Services, the new open messaging network initiative that allows financial professionals to 

communicate and share information across any communication platform, garnered a positive response from 

attendees at FISD's World Financial Information Conference in Lisbon this week, after the vendor officially 

announced details of the initiative and its partners on the opening day of the event. 

In his keynote speech to attendees, Markit chief executive Lance Uggla dismissed the idea that the current 

regulatory environment is stifling innovation. Instead, he cited Markit's Collaboration initiative─which includes 

a "phone book" of validated identity and contact data, dubbed Markit Directory, a federated chat platform 

that allows instant messaging and communication platforms to interoperate with one another, and fee-liable 

integration services that will enable firms to embed the messaging and directory functionality into third-party 

applications such as trading platforms and market data displays─as an example of innovation that will enable 

firms "to more efficiently share data and information." 

Reaction to Collaboration Services was generally positive among attendees, with many highlighting the need 

for competition in the financial messaging space, where Bloomberg's Instant Bloomberg messaging 

network─part of its Professional terminal─is the dominant chat tool, with more than 315,000 financial and 

business professional users. In fact, a market data manager at one of Markit's official sell-side partners, which 

include Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank, went a step further, 

saying that the initiative's primary goal will be to "remove the Bloomberg terminals that are only used for 

chat,"─though Markit has yet to position the initiative this way. 

"While the industry is beginning to open up to new solutions in an attempt to cut costs and increase efficiency, 

extra product choices may actually create more headaches for traders. If the new Markit/Thomson Reuters 

solution forces traders to swap between multiple systems, it's bound to take extra time and produce more 

problems," says Alexei Miller, executive vice president at data visualization provider DataArt. "So far, 

Bloomberg has been able to shrug off competitors by providing an all-in-one solution that includes data, 

trading and communications. Even though a number of banks are supporting this new venture, my sense is 

that Markit and Thomson Reuters' solution will only be useful in those situations where users don't need large 

chunks of Bloomberg functionality. The new solution may work well for front-office [specifically, front-office 

staff who only use their Bloomberg terminal for its messaging], operations, compliance and product control 

professionals, since for them the entire set of functions (and not to mention the cost) of the Bloomberg 

terminal are unnecessary. For traders who use all facets of Bloomberg's solution, switching to this new 

chatting functionality will be a harder sell." 

Some industry participants expressed reservations about the project, with several citing cost as a barrier to 

entry. For example, the commercial terms do not incentivize smaller vendors to participate, says the CEO of 

one market data vendor, while a global head of market data at a UK bank says the fee of up to $400,000 to 
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integrate firms' existing platforms with Markit's network is too high an investment to make before the project 

has proved successful. 

Attendees also cited security and compliance as potential problems, with some market data managers 

concerned about handing over their entire enterprise directories─though, Markit will not own the contact 

details. Others objected to being responsible for monitoring conversations on the network for compliance 

purposes, whereas Bloomberg offers the option of providing compliance monitoring for its messaging service. 

Overall, participants said the key to success will be whether Markit can build a large enough base to make the 

service necessary, with a market data manager at one European investment firm saying he would only sign up 

for the project once more brokers were on board. 
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